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Date of audit: 10.12.2020

BIFI

RewardPool

RDA

[1] [2] [3] [4]

EOA

        External Smart Contract Audit:

           No external audits of the smart contracts were conducted



        Ownership of the Smart Contracts:

           The  token smart contract has no owner. The key has been burnt



           The  smart contract is also decentralized:

               The key has been burnt 

               The reward distribution address is  (EOA) that can call the notifyRewardAmount function for

               updates of the reward rate



           The TokenTimelock , , ,   smart contracts:

               Each one stores 2K BIFI tokens 

               The contracts allow withdrawing BIFI tokens to the beneficiary (  address) after a certain

               timestamp that is set for the 6th of October 2020 for [1], the 6th of January 2021 for [2], the 6th of

               July 2021 for [3], the 6th of July 2022 for [4]

               2,000 x 4 (8,000 in total) BIFI tokens were premined directly into each TokenTimelock address



         Total supply:

           Fixed: 80,000 tokens

           Premining took place:  the whole supply was premined into the numerous project’s smart contracts
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Ownership

https://bscscan.com/address/0xCa3F508B8e4Dd382eE878A314789373D80A5190A
https://bscscan.com/address/0x453d4ba9a2d594314df88564248497f7d74d6b2c
https://bscscan.com/address/0xd529b1894491a0a26b18939274ae8ede93e81dba
https://bscscan.com/address/0xedbf7a30453cf9a63cca4353b38ae60ad4e27bac
https://bscscan.com/address/0x0dc06716bc1efdb5affd1308302fd45dbc31d09a
https://bscscan.com/address/0x4dece2b4c14083250f5a68faa18372563d174fea
https://bscscan.com/address/0x48091c485eb842c86805251a5d68993bf49c90a1#code
https://bscscan.com/address/0x6e930006a91a74ccea5a04af16dbbc3703825d38
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Low

         Minting function:

           Not available anymore

           Infinite minting isn’t possible



         Migration function:

           Not implemented



         Team rewards:

           2,000 x 4 (8,000 tokens in total = 10% of total supply) BIFI tokens are stored in four TokenTimelock

           contracts

           2,000 BIFI tokens were withdrawn so far, the rest 6,000 can be extracted after the specific date

           established for each TokenTimelock contract



         Funds lock period:

           None



         Possibility to pause the Smart Contract:

           None



         List of suspicious functions:

           Not found




         Risk Level      
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Conclusion



Beefy.finance is another project designed on the Binance Smart Chain.


 

The BIFI token smart contract is decentralized due to the fact that the key has been burnt and there is no 

owner. The BIFI RewardPool contracts are also owner-free. Consequently, no one can take control over these 
contracts.



Total supply of the BIFI token is fixed and amounts to 80,000. That’s why it is impossible to inflate the token 

supply. 

Be aware that the whole supply was premined to numerous BIFI RewardPool and TokenTimelock contracts.



Another important aspect is that the risk of a quick token dump initiated by the team is low as long as it 

doesn’t own a large share of tokens and can’t mint/burn them in order to influence the token price by 
decreasing/increasing the supply.



It's worth pointing out that the migration is not available.


Furthermore, there is no funds lock period, so the withdrawals are not limited. 

Overall, security of the smart contracts of the project is high:  no suspicious functions, breaches or doubtful 

code implementations were discovered during this detailed and extensive analysis.  Hence, the risk level can 
be estimated as low.

This analysis is not a financial advice

Conduct your own research before investing

Track updates of yield farming platforms


